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Welcome!
Overview. Thank you for choosing our product/s SCiO handheld Molecular Sensor or SCiO Cup (each
“SCiO” or “Product”), accessories, and related services which include, among others,associated
applications, web-sites, cloud services, developer and researchers tool kits and SDKs (Jointly called
the “Services”), provided by VeriFood Ltd. (“Consumer Physics”).
By using SCiO and/or the Services, you agree to the following terms and conditions (“Terms”) on behalf
of yourself and/or the entity you represent, and you represent and warrant that you have the right,
authority and capacity to accept and agree to these Terms on behalf of yourself and/or the entity you
are representing. You further represent that you are of sufficient legal age in your jurisdiction or
residence to use or access the SCiO and/or Services and to enter into this agreement. Please read
and review the Terms carefully. If you do not agree with any of the provisions of these Terms, you
should not use SCiO and the Services.
Relation to Other Agreements. Your purchase and use of the SCiO is also governed by the terms of
your purchase agreement with us. Related software is licensed and governed by the End User License
Agreement (“EULA”) and our Privacy Policy. Additional agreements may apply to certain Services (such
as, but not limited to, the Developer Tool Kit (DevKit)).
By using SCiO and/or Services, you agree and acknowledge that you are required to follow and abide
by any and all agreements, guidelines and policies, current and future, made available to you
(whether through our website or otherwise) within the scope of using SCiO and/or Services.

Using the Services
-

To use the Services, you must register for a user account (“Account”) and provide certain
information about yourself and/or the entity you represent. Your account is personal to you
and/or the entity you represent and only for your use and/or the use of the entity you represent.
You represent and warrant that: (i) all required registration information you submit is truthful
and accurate, (ii) you will maintain the accuracy of such information. ConsumerPhysics is not
liable for any loss or damage arising from illegitimate access to your account.

-

You may not attempt to access the Services, modify them, make derivative works of, reverse
engineer their algorithms or their data, or use them in any other method except via the interface
and the instructions that we provide.

-

You may not interfere with or attempt to tamper with the Product or Services.

-

You may use SCiO and the Services only for the purposes for which they are intended and as
expressly and unambiguously authorized by these Terms. All rights not expressly granted to
you under these Terms are reserved by Consumer Physics.

-

Consumer Physics reserves the right to suspend or stop providing Services if you or anyone
operating under your account do not comply with our guidelines, terms and or policies, if they
are suspected of interfering with the performance of the product, or if we are investigating
suspected misconduct using our products or Services.

-

You shall abide by all copyright notices, trademark rules, information, and restrictions contained
in the Services, and shall not use, copy, reproduce, modify, translate, publish, broadcast,
transmit, distribute, perform, upload, display, license, sell or otherwise exploit for any purposes
whatsoever any content or third party submissions or other proprietary rights not owned by you
in any way that violates Consumer Physics’ or any third party right.

Third Party Products and/or Services
-

Consumer Physics allows third parties to develop applications using SCiO and/or our materials
database under applicable agreements. We are not responsible for developer applications’ use
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of third party trademarks, copyrights or registered symbols, sourced content or external data.
All third party content not produced by Consumer Physics is the sole responsibility of the entity
or individual that makes the content publically available.
-

Our products, services and applications may display or re-use content that does not belong to
Consumer Physics. Content supplied by a third party is not warrantied, guaranteed or certified
by Consumer Physics to be free from errors, mistakes, or incorrect information or data.

-

Services rely on or interoperate with third party products and/or services. These third party
products and services are beyond Consume Physics’ control, but their operations may impact
the use and reliability of the Services.

Content That You Contribute
-

By using the Services you will submit data to us (“User Submissions”), such as “Scan
Data” (which includes, among others, spectrums collected by SCiO, textual descriptions,
quantitative data, and images) which will be uploaded to our cloud database. We may also
collect personal information (for example information you provide as part of the support
process) and other content which you provide (for example submissions to our website forums).
Please review our Privacy Policy to learn how we treat private data.

-

We use User Submissions to maintain, improve, and enhance our Services and products. Scan
Data created and uploaded by you and by other users is stored within the materials database
and is the property of Consumer Physics.

-

Unless otherwise agreed, by using the Services, you grant a non-revocable license to
Consumer Physics in perpetuity all worldwide patent, trademark, trade secret, copyright or other
proprietary rights to User Submissions (including, without limitation, Scan Data) and
acknowledge that Consumer Physics may reproduce, enhance and use this content in any
other way (including, without limitation, distribute) without any compensation to you.

-

Notwithstanding the above, our Services allow developers, researchers and others to develop
Scan Data for their exclusive use. If you are building a database under a relevant license (such
as a “Researcher” or a “Developer” license), then you retain exclusive rights to use Scan Data
submitted by you to Consumer Physics for the purpose of building applications for SCiO.
Consumer Physics may not use Scan Data submitted by you to create competing applications.
Consumer Physics may review such data for other purposes such as, but not limited to, debug
issues, to support our users or to analyze usage trends. You are solely responsible for all
content that you upload or contribute to the Services. You represent and warrant that you have
all rights necessary to upload all content that you submit, in the manner in which you contribute
it, and that your submissions will not place Consumer Physics under any fiduciary or other
obligation.

-

To maintain the integrity and accuracy of the database, we require that you upload only quality
and accurate Scan Data. You warrant that you will not contribute any content or otherwise use
the Services in a manner that (i) infringes or violates the intellectual property rights or
proprietary rights, or any other right of third parties; (ii) violates any law, statute, ordinance or
regulation; (iii) is harmful, fraudulent, deceptive, threatening, abusive, harassing, tortious,
defamatory, vulgar, obscene, libelous, or otherwise objectionable; (iv) impersonates any person
or entity, including without limitation any employee or representative of Consumer Physics; (v)
contains a virus, Trojan horse, worm, time bomb, or other harmful computer code, file, or
program; (vi) jeopardizes the security of your Account or anyone else’s Account (such as
allowing someone else to log in to the Services as you); (vii) violates the security of any
computer network, or cracks any passwords or security encryption codes; (viii) runs Maillist,
Listserv, or any form of auto-responder or “spam” on the Services, or any processes that
otherwise interfere with the proper working of the Services (including by placing an
unreasonable load on the Services).

Ownership and Intellectual Property
You acknowledge that other than otherwise stated herein, all intellectual property rights, including
without limitation copyrights, patents, trademarks, and trade secrets, in the Product, Software, and
Services are owned by Consumer Physics or its affiliates or our licensors. Your possession, access,
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and use of the Product, Software, and Services do not transfer to you or any third party any rights, title,
or interest in or to such intellectual property rights. Consumer Physics and its affiliates and licensors
and suppliers reserve all rights not granted in these Terms. The Services are licensed to you, not sold,
under these Terms.
You may not use content of the Services in any other public or commercial way nor may you copy or
incorporate any of the content of the Services into any other work, including your own web site without
the written consent of Consumer Physics.
You may choose to, or Consumer Physics may invite you to submit comments, suggestions, or ideas
about the products or Services, including how to improve the products or Services (“Ideas”). By
submitting Ideas, you agree that your submissions are voluntary, gratuitous, unsolicited, and without
restriction and will not place Consumer Physics under any fiduciary or other obligation. You hereby
assign to Consumer Physics all rights, title and interest in such Ideas, including all intellectual property
rights therein.
You agree not to remove, obscure or alter any proprietary rights notices (including copyrights and
trademark notices) which may be contained in or displayed in connection with the Services.
If we suspect from the use of Consumer Physics’ products or Services that your account is in violation
of local or international laws regarding copyright infringement, according to the local laws of your country
of residence, or the location of our data servers, we reserve all rights, including the right to terminate
your account.

If you suspect a Consumer Physics user is violating your copyright, trademark, or patents in
connection with its use of the Services and you wish to notify us, contact us via
support@consumerphysics.com.

Indemnity
To the maximum extent permitted by law, You agree to defend, indemnify and hold Consumer Physics
and its licensors and suppliers harmless from any claims, actions, suits or proceedings, as well as any
and all losses, damages, liabilities, costs and expenses (including attorneys’ fees) made by any third
party due to or arising out of (i) your use of any product or Services, (ii) your violation of these Terms,
or (iii) your violation of any law or the rights of any third party. Consumer Physics reserves the right, at
your expense, to assume the exclusive defense and control of any matter for which you are required to
indemnify Consumer Physics and you agree to cooperate with our defense of such claims. You agree
not to settle any such claim without Consumer Physics’ prior written consent. Consumer Physics will
use reasonable efforts to notify you of any such claim, action or proceeding upon becoming aware of it.

Privacy
Please review the PRIVACY POLICY. The Consumer Physics’ PRIVACY POLICY details how we treat
your personal data (including, without limitation, Content) and how we protect your privacy when you
use our products and Services. By using any or all of Consumer Physics’ Services, you declare that
you agree that Consumer Physics has the right to use the data and Content you provide in accordance
with these Terms and our PRIVACY POLICY.

Security
Consumer Physics cares about the integrity and security of your personal information. Consumer
Physics will deploy commercially reasonable security precautions intended to protect against
unauthorized access to any of your data stored by Company in connection with the Services. Consumer
Physics will exercise reasonable efforts to implement fixes for security breaches made known to
Consumer Physics. Consumer Physics and you acknowledge that, notwithstanding the security
precautions deployed in connection with the Services, the use of, or connection to, the Internet provides
the opportunity for unauthorized third parties to circumvent such precautions and illegally gain access
to your data. Company and its technology providers cannot and do not guarantee the privacy, security,
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integrity or authenticity of any information transmitted over or stored in any system connected to or
accessible via the Internet or otherwise or that any such security precautions will be adequate or
sufficient.

Modifying, Updating and Terminating our Products and/or Services
Consumer Physics is a technology innovator and as such, we constantly change, improve, modify and
redefine our products and Services. Consumer Physics reserves the right to modify, redesign, stop,
suspend, take offline, or add products and Services at any time.
As a user, developer or researcher, you are free to stop using Consumer Physics’ Services at any time.
Consumer Physics may also stop providing Services to you, or add, create, modify or redesign the limits
to our products and/or Services at any time.

Should Consumer Physics discontinue a product or Service, where it is reasonably possible,
we will give you reasonable advance notice and an opportunity to retrieve your data from that
Service where possible.

Service Availability
Consumer Physics will make efforts to ensure the Consumer Physics' cloud is up and running at all
times. However the Services cannot be guaranteed to be available 100% of the time
. Consumer
Physics takes no legal, financial or other responsibility for the any damages caused by the failure or
delay of the Services.

Consumer Physics’ Warranties and Disclaimers
Consumer Physics prides itself on the skill and competency level of our engineering team and staff. We
hope you enjoy our products and Services. However, we are all human, so we cannot promise
perfection. We can promise to do our best and strive to deliver a commercially acceptable level of
product with every release.
IN ADDITION TO THE TERMS HEREIN, THE WARRANTY FOR THE PRODUCT AND SOFTWARE
ARE SET FORTH IN THE LIMITED WARRANTY AND THE END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT,
RESPECTIVELY.
CONSUMER PHYSICS DOES NOT MAKE COMMITMENTS ABOUT THE CONTENT WITHIN THE
PRODUCT AND/OR SERVICES, OR THE SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE IN EACH OF OUR
SERVICES. WE DO NOT WARRANTY THEIR RELIABILITY, AVAILABILITY, OR THEIR ABILITY TO
MEET YOUR NEEDS. THE SERVICES ARE PROVIDED “AS IS” AND “AS AVAILABLE” AND EXCEPT
WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW, CONSUMER PHYSICS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY
WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
THE WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, ACCURACY, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.
THE MATERIAL ASSESSMENTS AND OTHER ANALYSIS PERFORMED BY OUR SERVICES ARE
PERFORMED ON A BEST-EFFORT BASIS, AND ARE NOT GUARANTEED TO BE CORRECT OR
ACCURATE.
CONSUMER PHYSICS MAKES NO WARRANTY THAT DEFECTS WILL BE CORRECTED OR THAT
THE SERVICES WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, WILL BE AVAILABLE ON AN
UNINTERRUPTED, TIMELY, SECURE, OR ERROR-FREE BASIS OR WILL BE ACCURATE OR
RELIABLE.

Liability:
UNLESS OTHERWISE AGREED IN WRITING BY CONSUMER PHYSICS, TO THE MAXIMUM
EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE WARRANTY
DISCLAIMERS AND ANY LIMITATION OF LIABILITY PROVIDED ELSEWHERE, IN NO EVENT WILL
CONSUMER PHYSICS NOR ANYONE ON ITS BEHALF BE LIABLE FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL,
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EXEMPLARY, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR OTHER INDIRECT DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
DAMAGES FOR LOST DATA OR LOST PROFITS, ARISING FROM OR RELATING TO THE
SERVICES OR THE PRODUCTS, EVEN IF CONSUMER PHYSICS KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE
KNOWN OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
UNLESS OTHERWISE AGREED IN WRITING BY CONSUMER PHYSICS, CONSUMER PHYSICS’
TOTAL CUMULATIVE LIABILITY ARISING FROM OR RELATED TO THE SERVICES AND THE
PRODUCTS, WHETHER IN CONTRACT OR TORT OR OTHERWISE, WILL NOT EXCEED THE
FEES ACTUALLY PAID BY YOU TO CONSUMER PHYSICS OR ITS AUTHORIZED RESELLER FOR
THE SERVICES OR THE PRODUCT IN THE PRIOR 12 MONTHS (IF ANY). THIS LIMITATION IS
CUMULATIVE AND WILL NOT BE INCREASED BY THE EXISTENCE OF MORE THAN ONE
INCIDENT OR CLAIM. CONSUMER PHYSICS DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR ACTS
OR OMISSIONS OF CONSUMER PHYSICS’ LICENSORS AND SUPPLIERS. UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCES WILL CONSUMER PHYSICS BE LIABLE IN ANY WAY FOR ANY CONTENT,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN ANY CONTENT, OR ANY
LOSS OR DAMAGE OF ANY KIND INCURRED IN CONNECTION WITH USE OF OR EXPOSURE TO
ANY CONTENT POSTED, EMAILED, ACCESSED, TRANSMITTED, OR OTHERWISE MADE
AVAILABLE VIA THE SERVICES.

General
Consumer Physics reserves the right to modify these Terms and any and all additional terms and
conditions that apply to our products and Services.
We encourage you to review the Terms regularly and will notify you of any modifications by posting
updated documentation on our website.
If for any reason you do not agree to the modifications made to a particular Term for a particular product
or Service, you should discontinue your use of that product or Service before the change becomes
effective as per the timeline provided (Immediate effect for legal changes, 5 days from post date for
other changes).
If at any time, there is a conflict between the general Terms listed here and the specific or additional
terms and conditions provided for a specific service or product, the specific or additional terms and
conditions will be in force in such a case.
As part of your ongoing usage of the products and/or Services, Consumer Physics reserves the right to
send you updates, service announcements, pertinent account messages and other information as we
deem appropriate. Some of this communication may be optional and your account can be configured
to your specifications.
All of the above Terms control the relationship between Consumer Physics and you. They are personal,
do not create any third party beneficiary rights and are not assignable, saleable or otherwise
transferable by you. These Terms may be assigned by Consumer Physics without restriction. These
Terms govern your access and use of the SCiO and Services. You may have additional legal rights,
which may vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. The disclaimers, exclusions and limitations of liability
under these Terms will not apply to the extent prohibited by applicable law. If your jurisdiction does not
allow some of these provisions, such provisions shall not apply to you, but only to the minimal extent
required to be compliant.
Consumer Physics products and Services are diverse, and may, occasionally, require additional terms
or requirements (including, without limitation, age or location requirements) to apply. Additional Terms
may be made available with each specific product or Service to which they pertain. If you choose to use
additional Consumer Physics’ products and/or Services, the additional Terms for each product or
Service will become part of your agreement with Consumer Physics, if you use them.
Consumer Physics reserves the right to alter product and Services offerings, specifications, and pricing
at any time without notice.
The laws of the State of New York, U.S.A., excluding conflict of laws rules, will apply to any disputes
arising out of or relating to these terms or our products or Services. If any particular Term is found by
law to be unenforceable, that does not limit, impact or render null any other Term. Failure to comply
with any or all of these Terms is ground for immediate cancellation of your account. Consumer Physics
retains the right to take action against such account violations at any time.
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Disputes and Arbitration
Contact us first. If a dispute arises between us, our goal is to learn about such dispute and address
your concerns. You agree that you will notify Consumer Physics about any dispute you have with
Consumer Physics regarding these Terms or our products or Services by contacting Consumer Physics
at least ninety (90) days before commencing any legal action under these Terms.
YOU MUST CONTACT CONSUMER PHYSICS WITHIN ONE (1) YEAR OF THE DATE OF THE
OCCURRENCE OF THE EVENT OR FACTS GIVING RISE TO A DISPUTE, OR YOU WAIVE THE
RIGHT TO PURSUE ANY CLAIM BASED UPON SUCH EVENT, FACTS, OR DISPUTE.

Need to contact us? Visit us @: Consumer Physics
Copyright and Trademark Notice: All contents herein are Copyright © 2015 by VeriFood Ltd.. All rights
reserved, unless indicated otherwise. All trademarks, logos, and service marks displayed are the
property of VeriFood Ltd. or of their respective holders. No use should be made thereof without the prior
consent of VeriFood Ltd.

